The amateur archeologist claimed to have unearthed that proof — rocks that he said
were the foundation stones of Erikson’s house — around the corner from his Cambridge
home along the banks of the Charles River. “Horsford basically walked from his house, went
to the riverbank, found rocks, and said, ‘Aha! This is a house,’” says William R. Short, an author
and independent scholar specializing in Viking-age topics. “But they don’t look like the
foundation stones of typical Viking-age houses. They look like the rocks of Cambridge.” On
the day I visit, another skeptic has scrawled his opinion of Horsford’s dubious find in green
chalk on the pavement next to the plaque: “Yeah, right.”
Baking powder clearly wasn’t the only concoction of Horsford’s creative mind. In a
series of books published in the late 1800s, he detailed a vast system of Norse dams, canals,
and wharves along the Charles that he said was the lost city of Norumbega, which had
appeared on early European maps of North America. Although he offered no proof, Horsford grabbed headlines and inspired guidebooks that led Gilded Age tourists to the reputed
Viking sites.
Following an 1893 guidebook with detailed maps and period photographs that I
downloaded on my iPad, I find the natural terraced amphitheater straddling Cambridge and
Watertown reported to be the gathering place of Viking governments now swallowed up
by triple-deckers, although street names such as Ericsson and Thingvalla still maintain a
Nordic accent.
In Weston’s Norumbega Park, however, I find an enduring
monument to Horsford’s speculative history. At the confluence of
the Charles River and Stony Brook, the baking powder magnate
built a stone tower in 1888 to mark what he believed was the site
of an ancient Viking citadel, Fort Norumbega. The only evidence
Horsford offered were his eyes and ears. He surmised, because of
their pronunciations, that “Norumbega” was the ancient Algonquin word for “Norway,” and he believed the topography of the
suspected fort location matched that described in the sagas.
The enormous tablet embedded in the fieldstone structure asserts that Erikson first made landfall on Cape Cod before
discovering the Charles and starting a settlement that traded in
fish, fur, and burrs — warty tree outgrowths used to carve
religious chalices, tankards, and bowls — until the Vikings inexplicably returned to Iceland in 1347.
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While a Viking discovery of North America was only theorized in the 19th century, archeologists did
unearth evidence of a Norse settlement on the northernmost tip of the island of Newfoundland in
1960. But did the Vikings ever venture down the coast to New England? “There is clear archeological
evidence that they went further south, but where and how much no one knows,” says Short,
although he believes it probable that Viking-age explorers from Greenland and Iceland reached
New England.
While the search for hard evidence goes on, Short and other members of Hurstwic, a
Viking-age living history organization, keep the spirit of the Norse adventurers alive with demonstrations of Viking weaponry and daily life. Earlier this month, Hurstwic opened a new training
facility in Millbury where members practice the fighting combat moves of the Vikings. Short hopes
to use the space to expand the organization’s Viking-related cultural classes and programs. “I’d like
to make this the Viking center of New England,” he says.

